Astronomy, Illumination and Heritage: the Arles-Fontvieille megalithic monuments and their implications for archaeoastronomy and world heritage
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The Arles-Fontvieille monuments, or hypogées, have long had a special place in megalithic studies. Their unique architecture, blending “Atlantic” megalithic construction with subterranean rock-cut architecture more commonly found in the Mediterranean, and their size, especially that of the Grotte de Cordes, place them among the most important monuments in France and Europe (Daniel 1960, Guillaire 1998, Sauzade 1999, Hoskin 2001, Saletta 2014). My discovery and interpretation of seasonal light and shadow hierophanies (Saletta 2011, 2014) within the Arles-Fontvieille monuments has important implications for identifying astronomically related Outstanding Universal Value for late prehistoric European monuments.

Despite much discussion of illumination hierophanies, most archaeoastronomers investigating late prehistoric European monuments continue to think in terms of the “celestial targeting hypothesis” —assuming a monument’s orientation is targeting a celestial body at some point in the sky, generally on or near the horizon (Saletta 2014). This, and the often implicit focus on astronomically important dates such as the equinoxes or solstices, etc., is an enduring influence of the now rejected Thom paradigm. In the context of the monumental landscape of Orkney, where, as in Europe more generally, many monuments show no such calendrically significant orientation, Downes & Richards 2005 suggest that seasonal illumination of chambered monuments at different times was creating an “ancestral time”. Such “ritual time” (Bloch 1977) is often associated with ritual feasting, which has been proposed by many researchers as playing a part in the construction and use of megaliths and other monuments in late-prehistoric Europe (e.g. Renfrew 1973; Tilley 1996). Numerous cross-cultural ethnographic examples also suggest a link between astronomy, time-reckoning and ritual feasting (Hayden & Villeneuve 2011).

Furthermore, multiple lines of evidence suggest a cosmologically symbolic link between houses of the living and houses of the dead in later prehistoric Europe (Ruggles 2010). Solar orientation of domestic architecture for functional purposes (i.e. lighting and heat) has also been suggested as an explanation for the orientation patterns of Neolithic domestic structures (Topping 1996). Thus the solar orientation and illumination in monuments may have originated in a functional orientation of domestic architectures which took on symbolic significance and was then incorporated in the houses of the dead.

The similarity of the seasonal illumination of the Arles-Fontvieille monuments with the illumination events at Newgrange in Ireland and Maeshowe in Scotland, suggests that astronomical orientation and seasonal illumination of monuments were part of widely shared cosmological beliefs and practices related to monumentality in late prehistoric Europe (Midgley 2008). Illumination hierophanies in monuments with passages and chambers
occur for a number of days and thus produced a ceremonial time period, rather than marking a precise date. The wide range of regional monumental orientations may have produced what Dwyer (1990) has termed social synchrony by distributing seasonal rituals spatially and temporally, thus helping to organize ceremonial and seasonal ecological activities. In interpreting these orientations, and assessing their astronomically related heritage value, archaeoastronomers need to move beyond the celestial targeting paradigm to a more anthropological approach to astronomical orientation and seasonal illumination within late prehistoric European monuments.
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